
Houston Apollos do well in Best of the 
West High School Gold division 
The Houston Apollos traveled to Dallas over the Thanksgiving weekend to compete with the 
“Best of the West” High School teams tournament in the top “Gold” division. The Apollos have 
been working hard this season to get in to real competition and they’ve finally gotten their first 
opportunities to play at the level of competition and skill commensurate to the team.            



The Best of the West tournament 
is held in Dallas every year by the 
Dallas Stars Tournaments 
attracting the best high school 
team talent to the metroplex. They 
divide the high school teams into 
levels that reflect the divisions 
teams would normally compete in 
with their home organizations- 
Varsity Gold, Silver and Bronze 
along with Junior Varsity Gold, 
Silver and Bronze. Coach 

Anderson explained, “The USA Hockey model for high school State and National competition 
has three levels and two divisions. Divisions of “pure” and “consolidated” and levels of “gold,” 
“silver,” and “bronze” reflect the skill level of those teams. Gold is the top level and is pretty 
close to the AA level of play in Varsity.” He went on to add, “We’re really proud of the boy’s 

“We’re really 
proud of the 
boy’s efforts 
this weekend! 
The coaches 
and I saw them 
get better and 
better with each 
game and 
solidified our 
decisions to 
play the 
remainder of 
our 
tournaments in 
AA for Dallas 
and Buffalo.” 
-Coach Anderson 



efforts this weekend! The coaches and I saw them get better and better with each game and 
solidified our decisions to play the remainder of our tournaments in AA for Dallas and Buffalo.”


A recap of the weekend’s games exemplifies the improvement and how the Apollos matched 
the high skill level from the other teams. Game 1 pitted the Apollos against North West Varsity 
and a 3-0 loss.  Though there was a lot learned in this game, the sting of a first game loss 
carried the team to the next game well with intensity and physicality. Incidentally, North West 
Varsity lost in the Championship game 1-0 against tournament champions Castle View. 


Game 2 was versus a potent Frisco Varsity. Frisco has a history in DFW as a regular State 
Championship club with good showings at Nationals, so this game is an excellent measuring 
stick for the Apollos. The team met the challenge and won a tight contest 4-3. Cannon Sinclair 
netted the first goal of the Apollos team (assisted by Noah Zimmerman). Frisco scored in the 
second period answered by Colin Furlong (assisted by Kacper Drabscynski) followed shortly by 
Kacper Drabcynski (assisted by Colin Furlong) to go up 3-1. Frisco ended the 2nd period by 
scoring again only to be answered by an unassisted goal from Kacper Drabscynski in the 3rd 



for a hat trick.  Penalties were light with only 3 called in the game with only 1 awarded to the 
Apollos.  


Game 3 wasn’t as friendly and was riddled by penalty trouble.  Castle View (Colorado) was the 
next test. Due to the way teams were seeded, because of the win in game 2 along with the 
goal differential and other team’s losses in key matchups, the Apollos found themselves 

seeded well for the playoffs. This also 
meant that they would see Castle View for 
game 3 and for the fist Semi-Final game 

in the tournament. Coach Anderson said, 
“Knowing we were an auto-bid for semis and 
we’re playing the same team there, we made 
some tactical decisions with players and strategy as game 3 did not affect semi finals. It ended 
up being a good decision because game 3 had way too many penalties along with a game 
misconduct penalty to us for Henderson. We’d live to fight another day and come back in the 
afternoon to show Castle View what we can do as a team. Game 3 helped us get better as a 
team, solidify our systems and get our lines 
together.” The team racked up a whopping 
10 penalties and the only goal scored was 
from Cannon Sinclair (assisted by Kacper 
Drabscynski) 11 minutes in to the first 
period with a drought thereafter in the 5-1 
loss.


The semi-finals game again faced Castle 
View. “Castle View has their stuff together. 
They’re a disciplined team and they run 
excellent systems along with the ability to 
adapt. They aren’t big and they do not like 
the play against a physical team like us, so 
we are going to use our hustle, aggression 



and physicality to our advantage against them. The message to the team was simple before 
the game- play our system, know your role, be disciplined but aggressive and outwork them 
every single shift.” Said Coach Anderson. “I know they’ll play their #1 goalie and I saw him face 
50 shots against Frisco to win that game for them. Our team will better that number and 

outwork, out-hit and be the 
more disciplined team with 
our systems to win this 
game.” 


The team executed well which 
created a low-scoring game, 
still riddled with penalties. 
Cannon Sinclair ripped the 
first goal (assisted by Damien 
Straube) 11 minutes in to the 
first period for the only goal of 
that first 15 minutes.  Castle 
View didn’t tie things up until 

14 minutes in to the second 
with a power play goal. The battle raged on and on with both sides fighting to break the tie. 
The orange striped referee raised his arm for the Apollos most during this tilt however; but the 
Apollos penalty kill answered the bell.  Seven called penalties to the Apollos to Castle View’s 
two had the Apollos on their heals for a lot of the game including at 2-10 minute penalty to 
Colin Furlong for a check from behind.  


With a tick over 4 minutes left in the third period, Castle View was able to break the tie on a 
fluke shot toward net that snuck by Blake Tucker. Tucker gave a stellar performance in this 
game seeing 42 shots while the Apollos were only able to get 13 shots against Castle View. 
Castle View trapped the Apollos in their own zone for the last 50 seconds prohibiting Tucker 
from getting to the bench until the last few seconds of the game for the extra attacker. 


All in all we are are extremely proud of this first showing and know that the next tournaments 
will be outstanding for the team. The next tournament is in Dallas again for the MLK Day 
weekend in January. 


